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Abstract We discuss the relevance the study of the stress response function in granular materials,
i.e. of the stress profile under a layer of grains submitted to a localized force at its top
surface. We first present a quantitative comparison between the experimental measure of
this function with isotropic elastic predictions. We then give a description in terms of a
model of force chains.To cite this article: J.-P. Bouchaud et al., C. R. Physique 3 (2002)
141–151.  2002 Académie des sciences/Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS

stress response / elasticity / force chains

Fonction de réponse dans les matériaux granulaires

Résumé Nous discutons l’intérêt de l’étude de la function de réponse dans les matériaux granulaires,
c’est à dire du profil de pression sous une couche de grain soumise à une surcharge localisée
à sa surface. Nous présentons d’abord une comparaison quantitative entre la mesure
expérimentale de cette fonction avec les prédictions de la théorie élastique isotrope. Nous
donnons ensuite une description en termes d’un modèle de chaînes de force.Pour citer cet
article : J.-P. Bouchaud et al., C. R. Physique 3 (2002) 141–151.  2002 Académie des
sciences/Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS

réponse en contrainte / élasticité / chaînes des force

1. Introduction

The pressure underneath a conical sandpile created by pouring hard, cohesionless grains from a point
source, exhibits a central ‘dip’ (i.e. a pressure minimum) underneath the point where the height of the pile is
maximum. This surprising result, reported by Šmíd and Novosad in 1981 [1], has now been unambiguously
reproduced by many groups [2]. This effect is not an artefact (caused, for example, by the precise properties
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of the base, as was suggested in [3]). It is demonstrated by the fact that for the very same grains but
a different creation history where the pile is built layer by layer, the dip disappears and is replaced by a
broad central hump [4].

This now famous example shows that the statics of granular matter is a rather non trivial problem where
history or sample preparation is extremely important (see, e.g., [5–7]). A rather striking feature of granular
systems is the presence of force chains [8,9]. It was shown in particular that the set of ‘large’ inter-particle
forces forms a cell like structure of size on the order of 10 particle diameters for disordered packing. This
structure evolves in response to external sollicitations [10,11] and its geometrical characteristics—the so-
called internal texture of the granular medium [12]—reflects the past history of the system. Smaller forces,
present with a significant probability [12,13], stabilize larger force chains against buckling but show no
specific structure and are more randomly distributed.

How can one then describe the statics of granular materials on large length scales? The standard way to
approach the problem is to use elasto-plastic theories from soil mechanics [14]. However, the relation
between force chains on short length scales and an elasto-plastic description on large length scales is
far from obvious. There are also some conceptual problems: even if an elastic-like description of small
perturbations around an arbitrary reference state, such as sound waves, for example, might make sense
in general (but see below), the description of, say, a conical sandpile using elasticity theory requires the
identification of a (zero stress for example) reference state from which deformations can be defined. In
the case of a pile of hard grains, with a Young modulus much larger than the gravity induced stresses,
which rests in one particular metastable state (among a large number of macroscopically equivalent ones),
switching the gravity back to zero will hardly affect the packing. Each of these metastable states could thus
equally well be taken as a reference state.

Even the description of small perturbation might be problematic. For example, the existence of a (large
volume) limiting curve relating incremental stresses and deformations requires at least some ‘annealing’
procedure (slow compaction) to define a reproducible initial state. Note that this limiting curve might
not even exist in the absence of friction [15] and that even for moderate deformations, following the so-
called consolidation phase, the response to cyclic loads in standard triaxial tests shows some significant
irreversibility.

The absence of any obvious deformation field from which the stress tensor may be constructed has
motivated an alternative, ‘stress-only’ approach [16–20]. The basic tenet of these theories is that in
equilibrium, some history dependent large scale statistical relations between the components of the stress
tensor are established. These relations should only depend on some global statistical features of the
particular metastable state in which the packing sits but not on its microscopic details. A well-known
relation of this type arises from the assumption that the material is on the verge of plastic failure, leading to
a Mohr–Coulomb (nonlinear) relation between the stress components [21]. A simpler relation, based both
on symmetry arguments [16] and on the consideration of simple rules for the transfer of stresses between
adjacent grains [22], is a local proportionality between the diagonal components of the stress tensor. For
example, in two dimensions, this relation can be expressed asσzz = c2

0 σxx , wherec0 is a constant. This
equation is actually a local version of the hypothesis made by Janssen in his famous theory for stresses
in silos [20,21,23]. The consequence of this apparently innocuous assumption is that stresses obey a
‘hyperbolic’ equation, as compared to the elliptic equations encountered in elasticity theory. This means
that stresses ‘propagate’ or are ‘transmitted’ along lines: the characteristics of this hyperbolic equation
were argued to be the mathematical transcription of the ‘force chains’ that are well known to exist in
granular materials [24]. More elaborated versions of the above closure relation between the components
of the stress tensor have been investigated in [17,18,20], which can be seen as anisotropic generalisations
of the Mohr–Coulomb relation that accounts for the texture of the material [20]. The parameters appearing
in these closure schemes can be chosen as to reproduce both the pressure ‘dip’ underneath the apex of a
sandpile [1,2,4], or the pressure profile inside silos [23]. Finally, isostatic assemblies of grains [25,26] have
been argued to exhibit at large scales such relations between stress components [27,28], in particular when
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composed of frictionless beads [29,30] for which the simple rules for stress transfer mentioned above can
be justified.

A rather clear-cut difference between hyperbolic and elliptic equations lies in the structure of the
propagator, i.e. the response of the stress field to a localized force applied at the top of a layer of granular
matter of heighth. For a hyperbolic equation, the pressure profile at the bottom of the layer is localized
around two peaks (in two dimensions) or three peaks or a circular annulus (in three dimensions, depending
on the symmetry), centred underneath the point where the force is applied [16]. For an elliptic equation, by
contrast, the response function is a bell shaped curve of width proportional toh that reaches its maximum
precisely underneath the point where the force is applied. A similar single peak structure, but of width
proportional to

√
h, is also predicted by scalar models [31,32], where the stress obeys a (parabolic) diffusion

equation. In view of its importance, there has recently been a significant effort to gather experimental,
numerical and theoretical results on this question. In this paper, we review some progress concerning the
experimental determination of the response function and in particular, we focus on the results obtained in
[33], that favor an elliptic-like response for strongly disordered packings at large scale. Then, we discuss
a recently proposed theoretical model which builds upon the original hyperbolic models, where strong
disorder leads to force chain splitting and merging. This mechanism strongly randomizes the local direction
of stress propagation, and transforms a locally hyperbolic behaviour (encoding the existence of force chains)
into a large scale pseudo-elastic behaviour without the introduction of any deformation field. Finally, we
discuss the future directions we seek to pursue, both experimentally and theoretically, in an effort to clarify
the mechanical status of granular packings.

2. Experimental determination of the response function

The stress ‘response function’ to a localized overload is of prime interest both from a fundamental point
of view but also for many engineering applications. On large scales, the extra stresses created by a house
within the soil beneath it are indeed related to this response function. Therefore, this problem has received
considerable theoretical attention in the engineering community, where, as mentioned above, the granular
material is often assumed to be a (possibly anisotropic) elastic material. Note that an elliptic response
function corresponds to a favorable case for stability since the stresses are efficiently dispersed in space,
whereas a hyperbolic response function would lead to a rather localized stress field.

In spite of its importance, the response function of granular assemblies has only very recently been
measured experimentally [33–35]—see Fig. 1. Various methods were used: one is a direct quantitative
measurement of the response at the bottom of 3D packing using a local stress probe based on the
deformation of a hard membrane [33], another method is based on carbon paper imprints created by a
monodisperse 3D packing [35]. For 2D packing the photoelastic response of polymeric grains was used [34]
in order to evidence the inter-particle force path. This is a semi-quantitative method but it allows the
visualization directly of the response in the bulk as well as the topology of the path followed the stress
chains. Such an observation will be used to built the theoretical proposition exposed in the following
chapter. These experimental efforts have lead so far to the following picture (note however that a purely
‘diffusive’ response function, scaling as

√
h, was reported in [36] for a very special ‘brick’ packing): for

Figure 1. Sketch of the experimental set-up used in [33,43,45].
A localized vertical forceF is applied on the top surface of the

granular layer (z= 0). The corresponding vertical pressure
responseP on the bottom is measured at some distancer from
that point from a tiny change of the electrical capacitance of the
probe when its top membrane is slightly deformed. The vertical
z-axis points downwards and we noteh the thickness of the layer

(between 0 and 10 cm). Natural ‘Fontainebleau’ sand whose
typical diameter is∼ 0.3 mm was used.
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Figure 2. Left: dense pressure profilesP(r) for three different values of the thicknessh. Right: pressure profiles
rescaled byh. This plot shows that the pressure response depends on the way the system of grains was prepared: it is

broader for a dense packing (empty circles) than for a loose one (filled circles). The response of a semi-infinite
isotropic elastic medium (solid line) lies in between the two. From [43].

strongly disordered packings, for example by considering mixtures of grains of very different sizes, or
irregular grains such as natural sand, the response profile on large length scales shows a single broad peak
[33,34]. This single hump response function was also observed in numerical simulation of 2D polygonal
grains packing [37].

For well-ordered packings however, the two peaks structure is rather convincingly observed two
dimensions (a ‘ring’ or three peaks in 3D) [34,35,38]. These hyperbolic features are also in agreement
with a recent numerical simulation on (rather small) isostatic assemblies of frictionless grains [29,30,39]
(although the large scale limit might be elliptic [25]), with the work reported in [40,41] where beads are
arranged on a regular triangular lattice but where disorder is introduced by a finite friction coefficient and
also, for strongly anisotropic elastic networks at small length scales [42].

Obtaining a precise experimental determination of the linear response function that can be quantitatively
compared to theoretical models is rather difficult: the perturbation must be small enough not to disrupt the
packing, but also large enough to lead to a measurable signal. A very sensitive technique, based on a lock-in
detection of an oscillating perturbation, has allowed one to obtain precise and reproducible results [33,43];
these are shown in Fig. 2 (left) for (dense) layers of sand of different heights.

One finds unambiguously that the response functionG(r,h) to a perturbation located atr0 = z0 = 0 is
in this case single-peaked, with a width growing as the heighth of the layer. More precisely, the response
function for different heights can be rescaled onto a unique curve by plottingh2G(r,h) as a function of
r/h, see Fig. 2 (right). The factorh2 is expected from force conservation: the integral of the response
function over the bottom plate must be equal to the overload forceF for the total force to balance. Note
that due to screening effects (arching) around the probe, this integral, computed from the experimental data
actually shows a large dispersion from one experiment to another and is on average less thanF (∼ 80%).
This screening effect is well known to be inherent to every mesurement of stresses in granular materials [3],
but we corrected for this effect by using the measured integralF ∗ to rescale the pressure measurements:
P ← P/F ∗. Very importantly, it was also checked that the response is linear for the range of applied forces
used.

Fig. 2 (right) shows also that, like for the sandpile, the pressure response profile depends on the way the
granular layer was prepared—its ‘history’: the value of the maximum of this response is roughly twice
smaller (and its width twice larger) for a dense packing than for a loose one. In Fig. 3, we compare
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Figure 3. Left: fit of the dense packing data. The agreement is not good at all (the corresponding Poisson coefficient is
therefore not meaningful). Right: fit of the loose packing data. The best fit value forν exceeds the elastic bound

ν � 1/2. From [43].

the shape of the scaling function obtained for these two different preparations of the sand layer—loose
packing or dense packing—to the prediction of elasticity theory. Assuming a simple isotropic elasticity and
a rough bottom plate leaves us with a single adjustable parameter, namely the Poisson coefficientν (the
Young modulus does not appear in the response function). As shown in Fig. 3, the quantitative shape of
the experimental response function cannot be accounted for: for the dense layer, the best fit is very bad,
whereas for a loose layer the fit is acceptable, but leads to a Poisson coefficientν � 0.6 that violates the
boundν � 1/2—see [43] for more details on the fitting procedure as well as the elastic calculation. It is
however known that extending elasticity theory to non isotropic materials provides additional elasticity
constants that can strongly affect the shape of the response function [42,44]. In the present case, we expect
isotropy in the plane perpendicular toh, which leads to three extra adimensional constants that can be
adjusted. Work is underway to fit the experimental results within this extended framework (see also the
discussion below).

So far, we have discussed packing that is locally isotropic in the plane perpendicular toh, and therefore
leads to a response function that is symmetric:G(r,h) = G(−r, h). Correspondingly, for a sandpile
constructed in a similar way, i.e. layer by layer, no pressure dip is observed. It is interesting to study
the response function in a layer which has an anistropic texture. This can be realized by either shearing the
layer, or by constructing it by successive avalanches from (say) left to right and break the axial symmetry.

One can also measure directly the response function underneath a sandpile created from a point source,
where the perturbation is applied at the apex of the pile. These experimental verifications which aim is to
clarify the role of the texture and its consequence at a macroscopic level are in progress.

3. The

Y

Y force splitting model

3.1. Introduction and numerical simulation

From pictures of photoelastic grains, the network of interparticle forces propagating as a responses to
a localized pressure was extracted [34,45] (see Fig. 4). An interpretation of such a picture can be given in
terms of linear force chains which tend to split upon meeting vacancies or packing defects [46].

The role of disorder on hyperbolic equations was previously investigated in [22], where the constant
c0 in the equation relatingσzz andσxx was allowed to be randomly fluctuating in space. The study was
restricted to small fluctuations (i.e.c0(�r)= c̄0+ δc(�r), with δc� c̄0), where perturbation theory is valid.
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Figure 4. Picture of the response force chains in
a two-dimensional system of grains subject to

a vertical force imposed at the middle of the top
surface. To get this picture birefringent grains
between inverse circular polarizers have been

used, and the intensity difference after and before
the overloading has been computed. This picture

is from R.P. Behringer and J. Geng.

In this case, the two peak structure of the response function is preserved on large length scales, although
the peaks are diffusively broadened. This result is in qualitative agreement with the numerical simulations
[39–41]. An uncontroled extrapolation to strong disorder, however, suggested that the large scale equations
might become elliptic.

In order to investigate more quantitatively the strongly disordered regime where force chains split and
merge, we have studied in [46] the following model. If one of the force chains meets a defect (randomly
distributed in space), we split it into two new ones at a random angle, which then propagate until another
defect (or the boundary) is reached. More precisely, a chain carrying a forcef in the direction�n splits
when meeting a defect into two forcesf1, f2 in the directions�n1, �n2—‘

Y

process’. The two angles
θ1 andθ2 (between�n, �n1 and �n1, �n2, respectively) are uniformly chosen between 0 and some maximum
splitting angleθM. The local mechanical equilibrium imposes that the intensitiesf1 andf2 are such that
f �n = f1�n1 + f2�n2. Sometimes, two (or more) force chains meet at the same defect—‘Y process’. In this
case, we make them merge together. It is important to note that the positions of the defects are fixed before
starting the computation of the forces. This idea of a frozen disorder is consistent with the experimental
observation that when the local overload is added on the top of the system, the forces are transmitted along
the chains originally created during the building of the packing. In other words, as long as the applied force
is not too large and compatible with the pre-existing network of force chains, the geometry of the packing,
and in particular the contacts between grains, remains the same.

With these rules, realistic force networks can be created—see Fig. 5. After averaging over many
statistically identical samples, one can obtain stress profiles for different heightsh.

Fig. 6 shows that, ash increases, the vertical pressure response profile evolves continuously from two
well defined peaks to a single broad one. It means that the hyperbolic behaviour is progressively erased
by multiple scattering. The width of the single peak is found to scale scales likeh; the scaling function
is furthermore surprisingly close to the pure elastic response of a semi-infinite two-dimensional medium,
which becomes [47,48]:

G2D(x,h)= 2

πh

1

[1+ (x/h)2]2 . (1)

Note, however, that some force chains are deflected upwards and reach the top of the system. The top layer
only remains stable as long as these forces do not exceed the weight of a single grain. For larger applied
forces, one expects the top layer to become unstable.
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Figure 5. Snapshot of the network of force chains obtained within the

Y

Y model. The dots represent the defects of the
granular packing. The lines are bolder when the forces are larger—very small forces (less than 0.01) have not been
plotted. In this picture we set the height toh= 200, the width to 2w = 500, the density of defects toρd= 0.028 and

the maximum splitting angle toθM = 30◦.

Figure 6. Averaged vertical stress response
function for different values ofh. At small

scale, the response function has a double peak
shape which is characteristic of a locally

hyperbolic behaviour. For larger heights, these
two peaks merge into a single broad peak,

comparable to an elastic-like response. These
curves have been obtained with 2w = 500,
ρd= 0.028,θM = 30◦, and averaged over

1000 samples.

3.2. A Boltzmann description of force chain splitting

In order to understand analytically the above numerical results, we write a Boltzmann equation for the
probability densityP(f, �n, �r ) of finding an oriented force chain of intensityf in the direction�n around the
point �r [46]. A very important point here is that force chains can be oriented in reference to the boundary
conditions (see the discussion in [29,30,49]).

For simplicity, we neglect the chain ‘merging’ process which leads to a more complicated nonlinear
Boltzmann equation (its influence will be discussed in a forthcoming work [52,53]). We also assume that
the splitting is symmetric, i.e. that�n · �n1= �n · �n2≡ cosθ , so thatf1= f2= f/2 cosθ . Assuming a uniform
density of defects, the probability distributionP(f, �n, �r) obeys the following general equation:

P(f, �n, �r + �ndr)=
(

1− dr

λ

)
P(f, �n, �r)+ 2

dr

λ

∫
d�n′

∫
df ′P(f ′, �n′, �r )�(�n′, �n)δ

(
f − f ′

2 cosθ

)
, (2)
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whereλ is equal to the ‘mean free path’ of force chains, and is of order 1/(ρda
D−1) in dimensionD. The

above equation means the following: since a chain of grains can only transport a force parallel to itself [24],
the direction of the force�n also gives the local direction of the chain. Between�r and�r + �ndr, the chain
can either carry on undisturbed, or be scattered. The second term on the right hand side therefore gives
the probability that a force chain initially in direction�n′ is scattered in direction�n. This occurs with a
probability dr

λ
�(�n′, �n), where� is the scattering cross section, which we will assume to depend only on

the scattering angleθ , for example a uniform distribution between−θM and+θM. Theδ-function ensures
force conservation and the factor two comes from the counting of the two possible outgoing force chains.
Let us now multiply Eq. (2) byf and integrate overf . This leads to an equation for the local average force
per unit volume in the direction�n, that we will denoteF(�n, �r). This equation reads:

λ�n · �∇rF (�n, �r)=−F(�n, �r)+
∫

d�n′F(�n
′, �r)
�n · �n′ �(�n

′, �n)+ λ
a
�n · �F0(�r), (3)

where we have added the contribution of an external body force density�F0(�r), anda is the size of a defect
or of a grain. This equation is the so-called Schwarschild–Milne equation for radiative transfer, decribing
the evolution of light intensity in a turbid medium [50]. We now introduce some angular averages ofF(�n, �r)
that have an immediate physical interpretation:

p(�r)= a
∫

d�F(�n, �r) (4)

Jα(�r)= a
∫

d�nαF(�n, �r) (5)

σαβ(�r)= aD
∫

d�nαnβF(�n, �r), (6)

where
∫

d� is the normalized integral over the unit sphere, that is introduced for a correct interpretation of
σ (see Eq. (10) below). As will be clear from the following,�J is the local average force chain intensity per
unit surface,σ is the stress tensor. Since�n2 = 1, one finds that Trσ =Dp, and thereforep is the isostatic
pressure. Note that�J is not the average local force, which is always zero in equilibrium. The fact that�J �= �0
comes from the possibility of ‘orienting’ the force chains.

We now integrate over the unit sphere Eq. (3) after multiplying it by different powers ofnα . Using the
fact that�(�n′, �n) only depends on�n · �n′, a direct integration leads to:

λ �∇ · �J = (a0− 1)p, (7)

wherea0 is called the ‘albedo’ in the context of light scattering [50], and can be written:

a0≡
∫

d�n�(�n
′, �n)
�n · �n′ � 1. (8)

A second set of equations can be obtained by multiplying bynα and integrating. Using the fact that∫
d�n�(�n′, �n)= 1, it is easy to show that

∫
d�n �n�(�n

′, �n)
�n · �n′ = �n

′. (9)

Therefore, the resulting equation is nothing but the usual mechanical equilibrium relation:

∇βσαβ = F0α. (10)
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This relation reflects the local balance of forces chains. Now we multiply Eq. (3) bynαnβ and again
integrate. A priori, this introduces a new three index tensor. In order to close the equation, we now make the
an assumption that is usually made in the context of light diffusion, that on large scales the force intensity
becomes nearly isotropic [50]. In this case, it is justified to expandF(�n, �r) in angular harmonics and to
keep only the first terms:

a F(�n, �r)= p(�r)+D�n · �J (�r)+ · · · . (11)

Within this expansion, we finally obtain a ‘constitutive’ relation betweenσαβ and the vector�J . We find:

σαβ
∣∣
α �=β =

λD2K1(
Da2−a0
D−1 − 1

)(∇αJβ +∇βJα) and (12)

σαα = λD(
Da2−a0
D−1 − 1

)
[
2DK1∇αJα +

(
DK1− a0− a2

(D − 1)(a0− 1)

)
�∇ · �J

]
, (13)

with K1 = 1/D(2+D) anda2 =
∫

d�n(�n · �n′)�(�n′, �n). Rather surprisingly, these equations have exactly
the canonical form of elasticity theory, provided one identifies the vector�J with the local displacement, up
to a multiplicative factor. The analogue of the Poisson ratioν can be written:

ν = 1

D − 1

D − 1+ 3a0− (D + 2)a2

D + 1+ a0− (D+ 2)a2
. (14)

Note that this quantity is purely geometric, and does not involve the scattering mean free pathλ. Since
a0 � 1 and a2 � 1, it is easy to show thatν � 1/(D − 1) in all dimensions, therefore violating the
thermodynamical boundν � 1/(D − 1) that holds for conventional elastic bodies. This means that the
stress equations cannot be derived from the minimisation of a positive quadratic free energy functional, as
is the case for standard elasticity.

The force chain splitting model inD = 3 is easily generalized from 2 to 3 outgoing force chains. Each
directionni , i = 1,2,3, is specified by spherical coordinatesϕi , θi . The constraints for the force balance are
readily generalized within the Boltzmann equation. The analogue of symmetric splitting for two outgoing
chains is that in a plane perpendicular to the incoming force chain, the outgoing chains will be points of
an equilateral triangle. When drawing one direction from a uniform distribution, sayϕ1 from [0,2π/3],
andθ1 � θmax< π/2, then the remaining direction will lie on the triangle withθ2 = θ3 = θ1. An explicit
computation gives modified results for the constantsa0, a1, a2. However, the Poisson ratio as a function of
θmax is very close to the curve found for two-chain splitting, and still violates the boundν � 1/2. We are
currently studying the influence of the merging processes which might reduce the value ofν.

The above stress equations are rather nontrivial because no displacement field is introduced in the above
derivation (nor in the numerical model): elastic-like equations are found in a stress-only model. The basic
assumption is the existence of local force chains, which have a well defined identity over several grain
sizesa, such thata� λ: this is the condition under which the above Boltzmann description of the force
chain scattering is justified.

Since the above equations are formally identical to those of classical elasticity, one can show that
∇2p = 0, and∇4 �J = 0 [47]. One can therefore in principle compute the response functionG(�r) to a
localized force at�r0 = 0 in thez direction, which is given in 2D by Eq. (1). Note, however, that although
the above equations are formally those of classical elasticity, there is one crucial difference coming from
the fact that(σαβ) and �J are not independent since they are both related to the same underlying quantity
F(�n, �r). This is a very important difference, which is appears in the choice of boundary conditions onB
which determinesP(f, �n, �r)|B.
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4. Conclusion and open problems

In this paper, we have reviewed recent experimental results which strongly suggest that for disordered
packings, the response function is in qualitative agreement with the prediction of an elliptic (elastic-like)
theory, and in conflict with the prediction of the family of hyperbolic models put forward in [16–20].
Although the perturbative calculation of [22] suggests that the localized nature of the response function
survives to weak disorder (and could explain the experimental results on well ordered packings and the
numerical results of [29,30,39–41]), we present a recent calculation [46] showing that in the presence of
a strong disorder that ‘scatters’ the force chain the local hyperbolic character of the stress equations is
unstable at large length scales. The effective large scale equation that are obtained from a Boltzmann-
like description of the force chain splitting are akin to those of a conventional elastic body (although the
boundary conditions are different). There are two main advantages in this new approach. First, no real
displacement field is needed, and second, it allows us to calculate the pseudo-elastic coefficients from
microscopic geometrical quantities—the force chains angular distribution.

However, the calculations discussed above are restricted to an isotropic situation where the scattering
function�(�n, �n′) only depends on�n · �n′. This leads, not surprisingly, to an isotropic elasticity like equations
which are, as emphasized above, unable to describe quantitatively the shape of the experimental response
function. These isotropic equations, obviously, cannot reproduce the pressure dip in the sandpile either.
An important problem is then to generalize the above theory to take into account nonisotropic scattering
functions, that could depend not only on�n · �n′ but also on�N · �n′, where �N is a (space-dependent) vector
that describes the local texture, i.e. the nonisotropic distribution of contacts between grains. In this case,
combinations likeNαNβ can appear in the stress tensorσαβ . The vector �N is expected to encode the
construction history of the material, and should be non trivial, for example, in a sandpile constructed from
a point source [51], or for layers under shear. In the presence of a long-ranged texture field�N , the resulting
equations are similar to those of anisotropic elasticity theory, and are currently under scrutiny [52]. The
comparison of this extended theory with the experimental results, both on the response function and for the
sandpile problem, would be very instructive, and give in particular information on the local structure of the
packing.

Finally, let us note that the local fluctuations of stresses in granular materials are very important and
have been much discussed recently [31,32]. The above theoretical framework should allow to make some
progress, by studying higher moments of the local force distributionP(f, �n, �r), beyond the average force
F(�n, �r) studied here. For these quantities, the role of merging processes is probably very important.
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